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Abstract
Because nonprofits rely on support from the public, they have had to find creative
ways to compete for attention and dollars.

Shock advertising has been used to grab the

attention of the public and get their messages noticed.

Opinions vary, however, on

whether shock is a legitimate creative technique or a gratuitous attention-grabbing
gimmick (Dahl et al, 2003).

Because the activity of most nonprofit organizations is of a

pro-social nature, the controversial nature of shock advertisements has come under fire.
Shock campaigns are risky. These campaigns may not portray the values and ideals of
the individual organization or the sector at large. This study finds that shock campaigns
are an effective advertisement tool for nonprofit organizations.

To give the study local

relevance, nonprofit agencies in the Wabash Valley were surveyed to determine if shock
campaigns have been effective in the local community.
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INTRODUCTION
Advertising has been around since there have been goods and services to sell. In
the twenty-first century, advertising has developed into a major industry with a gross
national product of 412 million dollars in 2009 (Blech, Blech, Kerr, and Powel, 2009).

Total annual U.S. marketing expenditures for all purposes are estimated to be about $730
billion.

A rough estimate of annual nonprofit sector marketing spending puts it at $7.6

billion. Take away nonprofit universities, museums, and other quasi-businesses, and a
liberal estimate of annual health and human service nonprofit marketing spending is $1.9
billion (Palotta, 2009).
Advertising is traditionally defined as a paid form of non-personal
communication about an organization, product, service or idea by an identified sponsor
(Blech, Blech, Kerr, and Powel, 2009).

In reality, it is actually education wrapped in

different packages (Black, 2004).
The ultimate objective of advertising is to influence action.

It is a social and

commercial industry trying to provoke or appeal, arousing emotions within the consumer
(Pflaumbaum, 2010).

The hope is that the consumer will remember the message and

possibly change their behavior because the advertising has impacted their thoughts,
feelings and actions.
Additionally, advertising builds the company’s image and locks it into the mind
of the consumer.

Through repetition and dissemination of information about an

organization, service, or product, advertising reinforces the messages that create images
of what a company aspires to become in the public eye (O’Shaughnessy and
O’Shaughnessy, 2003).

With the rapid changes in technology in recent years and a drastic increase in the
amount of advertisements being generated, getting the attention of the public has become
a challenge.

To stand out in the sea of advertising, some commercial as well as nonprofit

agencies have used the element of surprise to get themselves noticed.
PROBLEM

STATEMENT

Shock advertising has gained popularity among nonprofits in the United States.
This does not mean, however, that it is blindly accepted by the general public.

Opinions

vary on whether shock is a legitimate creative technique or a gratuitous attentiongrabbing gimmick (Dahl et al, 2003).

Due to its controversial nature, its use to further

the causes of nonprofit organizations has come under fire.
Competition is fierce among nonprofits.

One reason for this is the shear size of

sector itself. The nonprofit sector has exploded in size over the last 70 years, due in large
part to governmental policies and unmet community needs.

Charitable nonprofits have

grown from 12,500 in 1940 to more than a million charities registered with the IRS in
2010 (Delany, 2011).

According to the National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS)

there are currently over 1.5 million nonprofit organizations in the United States
(Foundation Center, 2010).

Of the 1,574,674 tax-exempt organizations, 959,698 are

public charities, 100,337 are private foundations, and 514,639 are other type of nonprofit
organizations, including chambers of commerce, fraternal organizations, and other civic

leagues (Urban Institute, 2011).
A nonprofit organization can be defined as an organizational space containing
activity focused on pro-social behaviors, mutuality, voluntary labor, and the production
of collective goods.

Defined this way, it is a concept based on values, ends, and the

content of an organization’s behavior (Dart, 2004).

With this definition in mind, the

advertising campaigns created for nonprofit agencies should project the values and ideals
of that agency.
In addition, nonprofit advertisers must be ever mindful of the limitations set forth
by the IRS for tax-exempt organization when developing their advertising campaigns.
These organizations are commonly referred to as charitable organizations. To be taxexempt an organization that is organized and operated exclusively for exempt purposes
set forth in section 501(c)(3). None of the organization’s earnings may inure to any
private shareholder or individual. In addition, it may not attempt to influence legislation
as a substantial part of its activities and it may not participate in any campaign activity for
or against political candidates.

Nonprofit organizations generally refrain from activities

that might threaten their tax-exempt status with the IRS.
Times are tough and meeting ever growing budgetary demands has added to the
increased need to be noticed in order for nonprofits to raise funds. Nonprofits generally
operate on the edge of survival, particularly during this deep recession when demands for
services have been skyrocketing and resources have been plummeting.

Nationwide

research by the Urban Institute reveals that 42 percent of human service nonprofits
operated with a deficit in 2009, forcing nonprofits to eliminate jobs, freeze or reduce
salaries and benefits, and reduce or cut needed services (Delaney, 2011).
It has been said that successful marketing is the most important component of a
nonprofit’s mission (Donohue, 2008).
communicate to someone.

The mission’s success relies on their ability to

While it is certainly important for nonprofits to try new things

to raise awareness, those things should change behaviors purposefully and thoughtfully.
Those opposing the use of shock marketing in the nonprofit sector feel it fails in this
capacity.

Rapid growth in the field of technology has added to the struggle. Nonprofits
must compete for emotional attachment and financial support in a media world cluttered
with the cynical and the outrageous.

It is getting harder, on limited budgets, to cut

through the clutter. Charities have to drive hard hitting campaigns for a share of the pot
(Jones, 2002).

However, most nonprofits are not known for their marketing ability

unless they are national in scope and have large budgets (Marketing, 2010).

They are so

concentrated on raising money they don’t feel they have time to think about establishing
or maintaining their community image, or trying to market their organization other than
by “word or mouth” to let people know what they are all about (Marketing, 2011).
PURPOSE
To be effective, a shock campaign must succeed at producing the result desired by
the advertiser.

The desired result is that the consumer will remember the message and

possibly change their behavior, because the advertising has impacted their thoughts,
feeling and actions. Based on personal experience and observation, it is the opinion of
this researcher that shock advertising does attract attention and move people to action,
and therefore is an effective marketing technique for nonprofit agencies.

The general

purpose of this study is to observe various shock campaigns implemented by nonprofit
organizations and review the literature already in existence to determine whether this
hypothesis is supported.
Due to the intrinsic good nature of the nonprofit sector, using shock is a risky
strategy.

This study will weigh the potentially harmful risks often associated with the use

of shock against the possible benefits associated with its use of the technique in order to
make recommendations on how best to develop a successful shock advertisement that
will deliver maximum impact with the least threat of consequences.

Secondarily, to impart local relevance, the study will seek to identify whether
shock advertising techniques have been effective in the Vigo county Indiana area.
DEFINITION OF SHOCK ADVERTISING
A shock advertising appeal is generally regarded as one that deliberately, rather
than inadvertently startles and offends its audience (Dahl, Frankenberger, Machanda,
2003).

This form of advertising may not only offend but can also frighten as well, using

scare tactics and elements of fear to sell a product or deliver a public service message,
making a “high impact”.

The originality of this advertising style lies in “lacing images

normally confined to the news into a sphere of discourse where they are normally
excluded” (Golmand and Papson, 1996).

In the advertising business, this combination of

frightening, gory and/or offensive advertising material is known as “shockvertising”
(Orsulich, 2008).
Shock marketing, shockvertising, guerilla marketing, and extreme marketing are
among the terms used to describe this provocative approach to raising awareness.
Whichever term is used, the principle is the same:

the goal is to create impact by quickly

demanding the public’s attention through the use of words or images that are shocking or
even disturbing (Alliance Magazine, 2010).
Shock advertisements can be shocking and offensive for a variety of reasons, and
violation of social, religious, and political norms can occur in many different ways.

They

can include a disregard for tradition, law or practice, defiance of the social or moral code
or the display of images or words that are horrifying, terrifying, or repulsive.
advertising content may also entail improper or indecent language.

Shock

Some advertisements

may be considered shocking, controversial or offensive not because of the way the
advertisements communicate their messages but because the products themselves are

“unmentionables” not to be openly presented or discussed in the public sphere (Orsulich,
2008).

Examples of such “unmentionables” include cigarettes, feminine hygiene

products, or contraceptives.

Shocking advertising content may also entail improper or

indecent language.
WHY

SHOCK?
Over the years, advertising has undergone many changes and taken many forms.

It has been said by wise and talented advertising men and women of decades past that
advertising does have a social responsibility (Black, 2004) and over time companies have
come to embrace, and at times, exploit this claim.

One of the most obvious reasons for using a shock campaign is money.
been said that using shock tactics in ads is the sign of two things:

It has

a very small ad budget

or having little of substance to say. Low budgets drive people to increasingly desperate
behavior according to Mark Tomlin, planning director at ad agency Publicis (Jones,
2002).

Diana Tickell, the UK director of communications for Barnardo’s says, “For

charities, the budgets are never going to be very big, so in order to get good cut-through,
we have to do something that grabs people’s attention and stands out.” (Williams, 2009).
In addition to changes in philosophy, the advertising industry has had to adjust to
rapid changes in technology.

We live in a new world of technology where consumers are

exposed to an estimated 5,000 advertisements each day (Dahl, Frankenberger,
Manchanda, 2003).

In 2009 Yankelovich, a market research firm, estimated that a person

living in a city 30 years ago saw up to 2,000 ad messages a day, compared with up to
5,000 today (Story, 2007).

The average American is exposed to 61 minutes of TV ads

and promotions a day (Stelter, 2009).

The UK now has almost forty times the number of

TV channels than two decades ago and the same holds true for the United States. Add

radio and international channels, and we are talking about the true “500 channel
universe” (Dzamic, 2005).
According to media mogul Barry Diller, archivists estimate that the collective
sum of all printed knowledge is doubling every four years, and more information has
been produced in the last thirty years than in the last five thousand.

As Richard Saul

Wurman points out in his book Information Anxiety, just one Sunday edition of a
newspaper like the New York Times — with all its supplements, reviews and magazines —
contains more information than an average 17" century person could have accumulated
during his or her entire lifetime (Dzamic, 2005).
As the graph below aptly displays, ninety percent of the data in the world today
was created within the past two years.

Streams of information come from everywhere:

smart phones, gps, software logs, public and private research, social media, web

browsers, search engines, and on and on (Jonathan, 2012).
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To reach people, advertisers have had to get much more creative (Johnson, 2009).
Because the viewing habits of consumers have become so scattered, many advertisers say
the best way to reach time-pressed consumers is to try to catch their eye at literally every
10

turn (Story, 2007).

Since people are spending more time away from home, marketers are

spending more money on bringing TV to them.
In so doing, advertisers seem determined to fill every last blank space.
Advertisements have been stamped on supermarket eggs, subway turnstiles, Chinese food
cartons, sickness bags on airlines, and the trays used in airport security lines, the sides of
buildings, projected on sidewalks, and even on cows.
ads meant for children.

Some school buses now play radio

In 2006 , Supply Marketing reported that Walt Disney advertised

its “Little Einsteins” DVDs for preschoolers on the paper liners of examination tables in
2,000 pediatricians’ offices.
In some office buildings video screens provide news and information as well as
ads.

Video screens are now placed in about 5,000 New York City taxicabs, where

passengers see advertisements along with NBC programs.
being converted to digital screens.

Old fashioned billboards are

These allow advertisers to change messages

frequently, timing their pitches to sales events or the hour of the day.

Companies are also

finding new ways to offer free services to people who agree to view their ads on the
internet or on cellphones.
According to Gretchen Hofmann, executive vice president of marketing and sales
at Universal Orlando Resort, “what all marketers are dealing with is an absolute sensory
overload.” (Story, 2007)

While figures vary, it is estimated that someone who lives in

London or New York is surrounded by more than a thousand advertising messages every
day (Dzamic, 2005).

The pressure for quick results and the need to cut through the

“clutter” is encouraging organizations to push harder against barriers of taste and tone

(Croft, 2002).

In a highly competitive global market, it has become particularly important for a
brand to be presented in a striking way.

Social marketing has provided companies an

avenue to align themselves with political and social issues.

In so doing, they identify

themselves with a particular segment of the population who supports such beliefs.
Social marketing is the planning and implementation of programs designed to
bring about social change using concepts from commercial marketing (social marketing
institute, 2011).

It is a process that uses commercial marketing techniques to promote the

adoption of positive health or social behaviors (Social Marketing, 2012).

In a world

where nonprofit organizations are being strongly encouraged to take on more private
practice business tactics, this is a key strategy.
Social marketing was “born” in the 1970’s, when Philip Kotler and Gerald
Zaltman realized that the same marketing principles that were being used to sell products
to consumers could be used to “sell” ideas, attitudes and behaviors (Weinreich, 2006).
The objectives of the social marketer differ from other areas of marketing, in that social
marketing seeks to influence social behaviors not to benefit the marketer, but to benefit
the target audience and the general society (Weinreich, 2006).
Social marketing works to help people change their behaviors to become healthier
or to improve society or the world in some way (Social Marketing, 2012)

It uses

commercial marketing methods to persuade people to change their behaviors for reasons
that go beyond the rational facts to appeal to their core values.

This technique is being

used with more frequency in the United States for such diverse topics as drug abuse, heart
disease and organ donation.
These advertisements stimulate two different types of discussion.

They incite

debates around the social and political issues they portray on the one hand, and on the
12

other hand they incite debates about the appropriateness of advertising as a medium to
voice political commentary. Social dialogue through advertising may represent the
democratic, vital edge of the postmodern and foster the development of a hybrid social
identity.

This has been labeled by Baudrillard (1996) as the “citizen-consumer.”
One avenue that advertisers have developed to “shout loudest” is the shock

campaign. Shock advertising has developed since it first appeared in the late 1960s, and
became very popular in the 1980s.

The desired result is that the consumer will remember

the message and possibly change their behavior, because the advertising has impacted on
their thoughts, feelings and actions (Pflaumbaum, 2003).
WHO

USES SHOCK?
Shock ads seem to find their origins in the private sector. Probably the most

widely publicized cases of shock advertising include the advertising campaigns produced
by clothing makers Benetton and Calvin Klein.
Pioneering this move was the Italian clothing manufacturer Benetton.

United

Colours of Benetton was one of the most controversial fashion brands of the 1980s and
1990s and still remains in the consumers’ memories today.

The advertisements featured,

instead of product pictures, images of AIDS, wars, environmental disasters, racism, and

convicts on death row.

Benetton’s advertisements have featured photographs of a slain

soldier’s bloodied uniform (pictured below), a dying AIDS patient, and a white infant
nursing at a black woman’s breast.

In 1984 Benetton hired Olivero Toscani to design a new advertising campaign.
Toscani is regarded as the originator of shock advertising.

He shattered every

conventional idea held within the industry regarding the role of advertising.

His aim was

to produce international campaigns of global concern for global consumers, as the
company had over 7,000 stores worldwide.

By using shock value and the reality of

photographs, Toscani and Benetton wanted to grab the viewers’ attention and make their
brand name memorable.
The mission was not to sell pullovers, but to promote an image and draw attention
to universal themes like radical integration and the protection of environments (Wenzel
and Lippert, 2008).

Benetton set the trend for raising social issues when a company

wanted to add a certain social and positive relevance to their advertising and promotion.
Similarly, the British high-street fashion house, French Connection reinvented
itself in the late 1990’s by re-launching as FCUK, with attention grabbing shock tactics
apparently borrowed in equal measure from punk rock group the Sex Pistols and rival
clothing retailer Benetton.
references.

The company violates norms of morality by using sexual

Billboard advertisements have urged consumers to F.C.U.K “all night long”

and F.C.U.K. “think my clothes off (Lippert, 1999).

The brashness of the campaign, in

repeatedly enjoining a misreading of fcuk, occupies that genre of irreverent advertising
14

pioneered by Benetton, with aims of shocking the public, causing controversy and
gaining valuable — and free — column inches of advertising (Lightfoot, 2006).
Observers say that advertisers have always courted controversy, whether in order
to make their advertising more distinctive or to generate press coverage.

According to

John J. Burnett, author of Nonprofit Marketing Best Practices, shock advertising has been
around for a long time, and it just seems like a natural evolution that nonprofits would get
to it (Jensen, 2011).
Nonprofits are increasingly being asked and required to be more business-like in
their operation and attitude.

They are being encouraged to implement private sector

strategies for social sector success (Dart, 2004).
compete successfully.

They need to organize differently to

Commercial activity by nonprofits means utilizing market focused

social innovations, efficiency, and reduced cost structures.

It focuses on the application

of business thinking as well as specific business tools (e.g, strategic planning, market
analysis, Boston Consulting, Michael Porter’s strategic analysis, etc.) to both the analysis
and the management of both nonprofit programs and other programs intended to generate
revenue or profit (Dart, 2004).

The push to implement more business-like practices

encourages nonprofits to push the boundaries to be more competitive.
The United Kingdom is far ahead of the United States in nonprofit shock ads.
The trend is so prolific in the United Kingdom that it even has its own name, yobbo
advertising, which is “roughly translated as the desire to shock the audience into taking
notice by whatever means possible” (Cooper, 1996).

The Royal Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has been responsible for some of the most complained
about ads of all time. British viewers have been viewed piles of dead dogs, horses on
hooks, dead sheep, and headless pig carcasses suspended on steel hooks in their ads.

They’ ve seen a gut-wrenching account of how a child molester preys on a victim in an ad
by an organization working to end child prostitution and a London neighborhood council
is trying to persuade dog owners to pick up after their pets by having a human do what
the pets do, and then leave it on the sidewalk (Eisner, 2001).
But the most shock advertising campaigns that seems to get the most publicity are
those for Barnardo’s, a children’s charity established to help “abused, vulnerable,

forgotten and neglected children” in the UK.

Barnardo’s “Child poverty campaign” is

largely regarded as the charity’s most controversial print advertisement.

The most

striking aspect of this advertisement is the appearance of a cockroach crawling out of a
baby’s mouth.

The ad was banned by The Advertising Stardards Authority (Noel, 2010)

Barnardo’s has opted for a “disturbing image to present the need for support
(Goddard, 1998).
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Given this trend, it is no surprise that this form of advertising is gaining
popularity among nonprofits in the United States.

Shock advertising campaigns have

been employed by American nonprofits that deal with content that would not normally be
&

thought of as shocking.

For example, the United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania has

gone further than any of the 1,400 United Way chapters around the country in using
graphic sounds and images to grab the attention of residents.
They created three TV commercials. In the most troubling of these commercials, a
young child fearfully describes to a 911 operator how her father is hurting her mother.
The 30 second spot ends with the child’s anguished scream.

These were the sounds from

areal 911 tape (Eisner, 2001).
The United Way of Greater Milwaukee has also taken a lead, releasing several
shock advertising campaigns.

In a campaign to reduce the teen birthrate in its city, the

agency created billboards showing boys with swollen bellies and posters showing a tiny
teen boy holding a large baby with the caption: "Being a teen father is a bigger burden
than you think." (Herzog, 2011)

They also unveiled an edgy fairy-tale princess ad

campaign at bus stops around the city, aiming to teach young girls that dating an older
man doesn't lead to a fairytale ending, but to statutory rape.
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The agency has also launched another bold advertisement appearing at Milwaukee bus
shelters. The ads feature a cell phone with a condom pulled over top. Below, a caption
reads, “protect yourself and your reputation. Never send nude photos to anyone.” (Mallet,
2011)

Most controversial of the ads funded by the agency features posters of a little

girl's face atop a woman's body, cleavage spilling over a low-cut cocktail dress. Behind it,
the explanation: "When you look at a young girl as something more, you need help."

The Montana Meth Project has become a large scale prevention campaign
spanning TV, radio, billboards, newspapers and the internet.

The television ads have

actors as drugged-out teens breaking into houses or hitting parents, in an attempt to
reduce teen first-time methamphetamine use.

It is the largest advertiser in Montana. The

Montana Meth Project was run in eight states in 2009 and there were plans to expand it
further.

The project has received several advertising awards.

But even greater, there has

been a dramatic shift in the perception of risks associated with meth use. The project has
changed the nature of crime control in Montana.

There are some nonprofit organizations that are just expected to shock the public
with their advertisements.

Organizations such as PETA and F***Cancer inherently use

shock to get their message out to the public.

Susan G. Komen has become known for

racy campaigns as well.
Campaigns to raise awareness about health issues such as the dangers of smoking,
sexual diseases or debilitating illnesses can often use shock tactics to prompt action
(ASA, 2012).
IS IT EFFECTIVE?
While shock ads seem popular, opinions vary on whether they work at all.

Itisa

form of marketing that is gaining ground in the nonprofit human service sector, but not
without controversy.

We begin with the long list of arguments against the effectiveness of shock
advertisements.

This is by no means an exhaustive list but does give a clear indication

that the opposing views are many.
For the most part, shock ads exclude more people than they include.
to smaller slices of the population rather than the masses.

They speak

By using such tactics, charities

risk alienating those whose support they seek (ASA, 2012).
David Hensley, Director of consulting at brand strategists Futurebrand,
acknowledges that for the youth market at least it’s a valid tactic. Ads for the travel club
18:30, catering to a younger audience, constantly ruffle feathers of regulators in the UK
and are frequently banned from various media.

At the same time, and just because of it,

18:30 has contributed to the brand’s success because their audience could relate to them
(Dzamic, 2005).
There are social scientists, psychiatrists, media scholars, and child and family
advocates who fear that overexposure to shock advertising will result in a public that is
“desensitized” to advertisements that employ shock tactics, particularly those with
overtly sexual and violent images (Orsulich, 2008)

The media environment in the last

decade has become tolerant of much stronger and controversial content. New television
formats (especially the advent of reality TV), the obsession with celebrity culture, the
behavior of celebrities themselves, computer games, closely covered wars and crimes
chronicles all make our world less, not more prudish.

The taboos of old are quaint today

(Dzamic, 2005).
It is further argued that if the same message and tactic is used by an advertiser
again and again, it becomes easier to ignore it. Therefore, people have learned to ignore
shock advertisements. For example, the fcuk joke is no longer funny.

We are now faced
20

with ‘fcuk fashion’, ‘fcuk fear’, ‘fcuk football’, ‘cool as fcuk’, ‘too drunk to fcuk’ and

‘fcuk it’ It is no longer even shocking.

It even seems to have become an embarrassment

to its owners as French Connection re-asserts its own identity and quietly allows fcuk to
die (Lightfoot et al, 2006).
Provoking a reaction to an ad obviously means that it has had an effect. But the
nature of some of the complaints received about charity ads suggests that some
advertisers should question whether their charity ads are having the desired effect.
On the other hand, charity advertising can be a real force for good:
mobilize and empower people in extraordinary ways.

it can educate,

Of all the sectors, it is perhaps the

charitable one that turns most readily to the use of ‘shock’ tactics in advertising.

The

goal of shock advertising is to create impact by quickly demanding the public’s attention
through the use of words or images that are shocking, or even disturbing (Alliance,
2010).
Studies report that shocking ads are more likely to be remembered.

One finding

suggests “shocking content in an advertisement significantly increases attention, benefits
memory, and positively influences behavior.” (Orsulich, 2008)
We change in our life because of a deep emotional desire to change.

When it

comes to advertising, charities can provoke a significant emotional reaction from the
public (ASA, 2012).

Each ad, each grant request, hopes to catch attention and inspire a

change in thought or action (Henry, 2010).

Campaigns that leave you feeling

comfortable generally get lost and people don’t remember them.

Some believe that being

uncomfortable has an important place in helping people remember the issues and
prompting them to do something about it (Alliance, 2010).

Advertising agencies use shock to play the media for some extra publicity,
exponentially multiplying the value of campaigns, even if they receive negative publicity.
The saying “all publicity is good publicity” is a sweeping generalization, but for the
nonprofit sector is may prove to be true.

All the better if it gets banned, as this creates

instant notoriety (Huntington, 2009).
Myers (2004) described three factors for advertisement effectiveness; message
content, communicator and audience involvement.

According to him, shock

advertisements are the effective way of capturing viewer’s attention.

In addition,

Andersson, Hadelin, Nilsson and Welander (2004) have said that shock advertisement is
a rhetoric and stylistic method of advertisements, which creates certain reactions.

It can

thus be concluded that shock advertisements are attractive, attention grabbing and are
followed by viewer reaction.

Therefore, they may be called effective advertisements.

Further, a study by Marketing Week in December 2004 concluded that shock
tactics do work.

Consumers think that shock advertisements are more effective, and the

more shocking and divisive the advertisements are, the more successful the campaign
will be (Javed & Zeb, 2011).
Christine James-Brown, United Way’s president, says that “disruptive ads get
people to pay attention to what our agencies see every day” and create an emotional bond
with an increasingly indifferent public.

The teen pregnancy campaigns of the Greater

Milwaukee United Way have succeeded in reducing the number of teen births for the last
4 years (as illustrated in the graph below).

They have received national attention for the

progress the unusual partnership between the United Way and the city of Milwaukee,
even earning an invitation to the White House as a testament to their success.

The

campaign was successful because it targeted shock advertisements to a young
demographic and utilized a mixture of medias that this age group enjoys.
The campaign has included billboards showing boys with swollen bellies and posters
showing a tiny teen boy holding a large baby with the caption: "Being a teen father is a
bigger burden than you think." A fake ringtone tactic encouraged teens to download free
ringtones from a new album; the download was a crying baby with a message about teen
pregnancy. Another campaign involved an ad offering teens a preview of a new movie,
"2028." The preview was a trailer for what happens when a teen becomes pregnant.
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Robert Campbell, executive creative director of Rainey Kelly Campbell/Y &R,
who created the ads for The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
argues that outrage was exactly what the charity needed to generate in order to influence
Government policy (Croft, 2002).

This agency used horrific images of animals to create

an emotional response and outrage among viewers.

CONSEQUENCES
The use of shock advertising is definitely risky. Benetton’s shock advertisements
have won awards for heightening public awareness of social issues but have also
provoked public outrage and consumer complaints (Dahl, 2003).

Many of Benetton’s
23

advertisements have been banned.

Calvin Klein, whose advertisements are typically of a

sexual nature, has been targeted by government and political groups for their use of
pornographic images.
Multiple publics including consumers, retailers, company officials, intellectuals,
interest groups, civil organizations, advertising professionals and industry organizations
participate into the debate.

These publics possess different levels of economic, political,

and legal power, represent different interests, and voice conflicting views.

The form of

their participation ranges from outcry, complaint, criticism, approval and appreciation.
Their actions can range from writing complaints/appraisal letters, boycotting, purchasing
company products, and ultimately banning the advertisements.

Whatever the result, these

advertisements enter into the public discourse, induce discussion, and transform

advertising from a tool of generating consensus to one of debate (Sandikci, 2011).
Although shock tactics can be effective at raising awareness about important
issues by jolting the public into action, there is a difference between being provocative
for the sake of it and using a justifiable hard-hitting approach.

Being remembered for the

wrong reasons could result in negative publicity for a charity and might not engender
charitable feelings amongst the public.
What 1s important to remember about marketing is the principle of “conversion.”
Conversion means the ratio of individuals who are aware of your company or cause to
individuals who actually make a purchase (donate or change behavior).

Shocking

strategies can often result in high levels of interest, but poor conversion rates. This is
because people will be made aware of the agency or cause, but not necessarily remember
the message.

It is not enough to unsettle people, you have to then back that up with a

compelling message says Jeffrey Willett, director of the New York state health

department’s tobacco control program (Mabrey, Vicki, Reynolds, Talesha, and Flynn,
Mary, 2010).
In the short term a company may be successful in gathering the attention of the
public and stand out among other advertisers, but in the long run it may face the risk of
damaging its customer base and brand image (Croft, 2002).

There is no way of knowing

how many donors or potential donors are put off by the graphic images, just as there is no
telling how much of the increase in interest is fueled by curiosity (Eisner, 2001).
This type of campaign may backfire.

Joe Marconi, author of “Shock Marketing:

Advertising, Influence and Family Values” says “there’s no evidence that people who
were not already predisposed to be supporters would be compelled to contribute or
volunteer” (Eisner, 2001).
There is a difficult ethical question that arises as well. Even with a solid
rationale, noble institutions should be wary of stooping to ignoble means to transmit a
message.

Just because commercial advertising has become less tasteful doesn’t mean

that nonprofits must grovel lower too.
Shock tactics tend to sensationalize situations.

There are cases where

advertisements can get too graphic, and distance people from the messages they are
trying to deliver (Pflaumbaum, 2010).
into you”.

Shock ads are intended to put “the fear of God

Showing horrific scenes may get your attention but not your involvement.

People won’t put themselves into those scenarios because they don’t want to be part of a
horror story. They see such ads as directed at other people about other people, not them,
so their involvement goes out the window (Black, 2004).

WHAT’S HAPPENING LOCALLY
Methodology
In order to make this study relevant to my local community, a seventeen question
survey was distributed to 25 nonprofit organizations.

All agencies approached serve a

charitable purpose and have obtained 501(c)(3) status from the IRS and all are located in
Vigo and Clay counties.
The questionnaire was developed, asking participating agencies at what level
marketing ideas originated, who developed advertising campaigns for their agency, what
modes of communication they used to advertise, what was the purpose of their
advertising campaigns, did they employ shock advertising in their advertising campaigns
and if they did, did they obtain the desired result. The questionnaire also asked the
participant if they had not used shock advertising, had an affiliate agency done so and had
it impacted their agency.

Lastly, the participants were asked if they saw their agency

utilizing shock advertising in the future and what circumstance(s) might cause them to
choose a shock campaign.

The majority of the survey questions were multiple-choice

with space allowing the participant to write in answers that were not provided as one of
the choices.

Open ended questions were also posed to the participant on the survey

questionnaire.
In the questionnaire, shock advertising was defined as “a form of marketing that
deliberately, rather than inadvertently, startles and offends its audience.

It attempts to

surprise the audience by violating societal values and personal ideals.” This definition
was provided to ensure that participants had an understanding of the type of advertising
the questionnaire was referring to.

To distribute the questionnaire, the distributor attempted to be courteous by
telephoning each and every agency to identify the appropriate individual to complete the
questionnaire, obtain that individuals email address in order to send the questionnaire
directly to them, familiarize that person with the purpose of the survey, and alert the
individual that he/she would be receiving the questionnaire via an email.
prove a fruitful use of time.
approached by telephone.
left was received.

This did not

It was disconcerting how dismissive the agencies were when
Many messages were left but not one response to the message

The researcher then researched each agency’s website to locate email

addresses for a main email contact or the director if staff email addresses were listed on
the website.
All questionnaires were distributed to the solicited agencies by email with a cover
letter explaining its purpose and offering to provide a copy of the finished paper if the
participant was interested in receiving such. One of the organizations responded that they
could not open the attachment so the questionnaire was faxed to that agency.
Analysis of Findings
Of the 25 agencies solicited, eight completed surveys were returned and one
agency responded that they did not have funding in their budget for advertising but did
not complete the survey.
Results gathered from the completed surveys reflect that nonprofit agencies in the
Wabash Valley do make use of advertising campaigns.

Advertising campaigns are

utilized for the purposes of agency awareness, fundraising, volunteer recruitment, cause
awareness, and attendance at educational events.

Several agencies also reported that

they develop Public Service Announcements (PSAs).
variety of mediums.

Advertising is distributed across a

Agencies reported using radio, television, print, billboard, web,

social media (specifically Facebook and twitter), and word of mouth for distributing their
messages.
All agencies reported that marketing campaigns were developed at the local level.
One of the agencies also identified some advertising being developed by Indiana
Grantmakers Alliance.
Of the agencies participating, only two agencies reported having a marketing
professional and one agency reported having a fundraising professional on staff. The
responsibility of developing marketing/advertising campaigns fell on the Director
according to five of the agencies.

The remaining agency reported that all 12 staff

members were responsible for developing marketing/advertising campaigns with most of
the responsibility falling on the Community Relations Director.
Results show unanimously that nonprofit organizations in the Wabash Valley do
not rely on shock advertising methods to get their name or their cause recognized.
one of the agencies who responded reported employing a shock campaign.

Not

None of the

agencies who responded to the survey reported being impacted by another agencies shock
campaign, either negatively or positively.
When asked if the agency might consider using a shock campaign in the future,
all participating agencies unanimously responded that they would not.
The responses to the questions regarding the use of shock advertising campaigns
in the local community is surprising based on the extensive use of this tactic throughout
the United States, Europe, and Australia.

Also of interest was the response received from C.A.N.D.L.E.S Holocaust
Museum and Education Center claim that they have not used a shock campaign, when in
fact their reason for existing is of a shocking nature in and of itself. The museum strives
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to prevent prejudice and hatred through education about the Holocaust and the power of
forgiveness. The museums webpage has a banner including a picture of the founder, Eva
Kor, standing behind barbed wire outside the remains of the Auschwitz concentration
camp with the heading “Children of Auschwitz Nazi Deadly Lab Experiments
Survivors”.

This visualization and the inherent reason for the museum’s existence are

disturbing to most people, yet they do not feel the agency apparently does not feel the
intent is shock.
Of particular interest was the response received from Wabash Valley United Way.
The Director there reported not being aware of any affiliate agencies using a shock
advertising campaign.

However, the United Way of Greater Milwaukee has used shock

advertising extensively as has the United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania.

In fact,

the campaign in Pennsylvania is touted as going further than any of the 1,400 United
Way chapters around the country in using graphic sounds and images to grab attention of
residents (Eisner, 2001). Neither of these agencies are geographically far from this area
and both chapters have received press recognition for their shock campaigns.

One would

have thought that the local chapter Director would have some familiarity with these
campaigns through attendance at United Way meetings held regionally or nationally or
through mention on United Way intranet.
There are several possible reasons why nonprofit agencies in the Wabash Valley
do not employ shock campaigns.

Being in a conservative rural area, these organizations

may feel it too risky to alienate any sector of the local population.

They may be playing

it safe, implementing an inclusion philosophy.
The Wabash Valley has suffered during the recent recession, increasing the need
for service provided by nonprofits.

Due to this, there has also been a decrease in the

amount of disposable income available to donors or depleting it altogether.

If nonprofits

were more confident in their donor base, they may be more willing to take a risk to
increase that. But in the current economic situation, they do not want to run the risk of
offending any potential donors or volunteers.
Another possible reason for agencies not making use of shock advertising could
be that the nonprofit agencies in this relatively small, non-urban community do not face
the problem of media clutter as their counterparts in larger communities do.

Therefore,

they do not feel the need to startle their intended audience to get the desired amount of
attention.
Shock advertising might be finding its way into the Wabash Valley, however.
Recently, a billboard was erected just outside of Clinton, Indiana showing the picture of
the chest of a corpse after autopsy, stitches in the shape of a Y. The sign reads “1 in 5
deaths are from smoking.

Each cigarette could be your last.” This message originated

from a group call Quit Now Indiana.

They are also using radio and television to get their

stop smoking message out to the public statewide.

The picture below is an example of

the shocking graphics the agency is displaying on their website to discourage smoking.
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Indiana State University also airs a “buzzed driving is drunk driving”
advertisement quite regularly on their student run radio station. The ad depicts two girls
driving home from a party who get into a car accident. After the crash, the driver informs
the injured passenger that she was only buzzed when she left the party.

The passenger’s

voice changes from pain to sarcasm saying in that case she is alright and you hear her
bend her broken arm back into place. The driver responds, “Really?” and the passengers
voice elevates to angry when she replies “No Stupid, I’m not.”
While these shock advertising campaigns do not seem to originate from the local
nonprofit community, they do have an impact the on the way nonprofit agencies in this
area compete for attention and dollars. These shocking advertisements may just be the
beginning of a new trend for the Wabash Valley.

If these campaigns are accepted by the

local community and if they are successful in getting noticed and effecting real behavior
changes, they could open the door for local nonprofits to push the boundaries and
develop their own shock advertising campaigns.

IMPLICATIONS
Shock advertisements stimulate two different types of discussion.

They incite

debates around the social and political issues they portray on the one hand, and on the
other hand, they incite debates about the appropriateness of advertising as a medium to
voice political and social commentary (Sandikci, 2011).
John O’Keeffe, BBH executive creative director, believes shock tactics are valid,

as long as they are relevant (Croft, 2002).

In order to remain effective, a brand needs to

manage the balance between shock/surprise and reality/ambiguity (Civil Branding, 2009).
For any ad to be really effective it has to be part of a larger campaign.

The crucial issue is one of relevance.

If an advertiser uses the shocking nature of

an image just to grab people’s attention, it’s almost certainly gratuitously offensive
(Tomblin, 2002).

For example, Barnardo’s campaign showing images of boys and girls

prematurely aged through the rigours of child prostitution justifiably shocks.

The subject

matter is fundamentally serious and Barnardo’s is offering a way to reduce the number of
lives wasted in these distressing ways (Tomblin, 2002).
It is important to target the appropriate demographic and consider how those
outside that demographic would feel when confronted by the advertisement.

“You have

to think how you want to be perceived and choose the right media to exploit it” (Jones,
2002).
As long as it remains relevant to your target market, outrageous advertising has a
place. However, if your market moves on, your advertising has to move on too (Jones,
2002).
While shock ads have been found to significantly increase attention, benefit
memory, and positively influence behavior, it is suspected that there needs to be a value
fit between the message and the individual before behavior is affected.

Otherwise, the ad

will remain memorable, but no action will be taken (Civil Branding, 2009).
Just because an ad sticks, does not mean it’s successful.

The consumers need

clear-cut instructions, like drink one less soda a day, and you’ll lost 15 pounds a year.
Otherwise they won’t change (Cameron, 2009).
Advertisers should take particular care when targeting their messages that
children are not exposed to anything that might be harmful or upsetting.
features or is about children requires advertisers to take special care.

Any ad that

Given that a lot of

major charities are established to protect children and raise awareness about important
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issues like child poverty and child abuse, it is inevitable that the subject matter of their
ads can offend some sensibilities (ASA, 2012).
Some people claim that shock is getting harsher.
strategy is that it’s like a drug:

The major flaw in a ‘shock’

you have to increase the dose of shock to remain visible

but there’s a limit to how much of that the public will cop (Black, 2004).
today might be commonplace tomorrow (Croft, 2002).

What shocks

Initially the advertisement

creates a positive reaction, but with the passage of time and frequent viewing the
advertisement loses its power.

When this happens, the advertiser produces more explicit

material the next time (Javed et al, 2011).
It appears that consumers accept shock tactics in social advertising better than
they do in profit-oriented advertising. In 2010 there were only two nonprofit oriented
advertising campaigns listed in the top ten list of most complained about advertisements
or most controversial advertisements.

Those listed were 242 complaints against a

Department of Health campaign in the UK, and 105 against VicRoads viral campaign,
which uses explicitly social networks, in Australia.

There is an unwritten, but generally

accepted rule that charities are allowed slightly more leeway than other advertisers
because of what they are trying to achieve (ASA, 2012).
In December 2004, Marketing Week published research conducted by consumer
research company Quick Wise with the aim of studying the reactions of consumers to
shock advertisement campaigns.

Findings concluded that in order to generate a response,

a shock campaign has to be easy to understand.
Remember that emotional persuasion is more effective than rational persuasion.
The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion leads to action while
reason leads to conclusion.

If you want people to have a change of heart rather than just
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a change of mind, you’re far better off generating a deep emotional reaction (Huntington,
2009). A number of brands now seem to acknowledge the limitations.

Agencies have

begun highlighting the emotional consequences of the issues — how it will affect your
conscience or your love ones — is the new trend.

Sian Jarvis, director-general of

communications for the DoH says, “we have found that people now want help, support
and advice in changing their behavior, they want to do what’s best for their children,
rather than be scared into doing it” (Williams, 2009).
Nonprofit advertisers need to ask themselves, “Is the ad more objectionable than
the behavior?”

Before launching such a campaign, it is extremely important to discuss

the implications, goal, and processes with everyone at the organization.
level of comfort and support for the campaign objectives.

This ensures a

It is important to have internal

buy-in because the staff, the board, and the people who are close to the agency are the
ones who are going to have to respond publicly. The important thing is to expect backlash
from a few people so that you’re prepared for it.
Advertising should be respectful of people and enrich their lives, not demean
them or exploit their insecurities. Just because commercial advertising has become less
tasteful doesn’t mean that nonprofits must grovel lower too. There is a fine line between
enlightenment and offense.

It should be crossed only with great caution.

The advertising industry’s position is that the consumer is not only more likely to
accept shock advertising in a social context but also expects provocative and offensive
imagery to support the benefit to society (Pflaumbaum, 2010).

It is argued that tactics

used in the domain of not-for-profit or social advertising are not so much to shock as to
inform of the dangers, and are not about exaggerating the risks, but showing the truth.
Boundaries can be pushed provided that is done in a sensible way to benefit society.

It is strategically sound to use shock advertising when you are radically repositioning the brand.

It may be important to shock people from what they are thinking

now into thinking something else (Dzamic, 2005).
If you do choose to use shock marketing techniques it is important to
ensure that plenty of information about your agency is included in the ad. Developing a
professional set of communication tools is all about identity - knowing who you are and
what you stand for (Marketing, 2012).

CONCLUSION
Shock advertising has become a popular tool in advertising since the 1980s.

It has

enjoyed success in the commercial sector, especially among the fashion houses, and is a
form of marketing that is gaining ground in the nonprofit human service sector.
The goal of nonprofit advertising is to influence behavior.

However, most

nonprofits are not good at marketing and often have little or no budget to do so.
Advertising is not given high priority by the agency and is viewed by most donors as a
waste of the money donated to the organization
Shock advertising is popular among charitable organization especially. Not only
is it popular, but it works, according to market studies.

Empirical tests also reveal that

shock appeal was found to be effective in encouraging subjects to remember advertising
information and to engage in message-relevant behavior.

While shock advertising does

create awareness about the brands they promote, their long-term effectiveness is not
known.

The effectiveness of shock tactics has also been evidenced by campaigns that

have been successful in changing the behavior of their target audiences.

There is no doubt that nonprofits are being asked and required to be more
business-like in their operation and attitude (Dart, 2004).

Social marketing provides

nonprofit agencies an avenue to do just that. In using social marketing campaigns they
are able to put commercial marketing techniques to use in promoting the adoption of
positive health or social behaviors.
Using shock is risky for nonprofits that must constantly be vigilant about their
public image and refrain from alienating those people who they rely on for support.

Its

use should be approached with caution.
Nonprofits run the risk of damaging their reputation if an ad is too offensive.
They must also keep in mind that what is shocking today may be considered boring
tomorrow so they will have to be more outrageous to continue to be shocking in future
appeals.

There is always the fear that people will remember the ad but not the message in

this situation.

The local market seems to be avoiding the shock campaign unanimously.
However there are campaigns being generated from outside sources making their way
into the local community.

This has implications for the possibility that the local

nonprofits may find it necessary to compete with these shock advertising campaigns and
implemented their own at some time in the near future.
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Greetings!
My name is Lora Rivera.

| am a student in the Master of Leadership Development (MLD) program at St.

Mary-of-the-Woods College.

| am writing my thesis paper on the effectiveness of shock advertising

among nonprofit organizations.
| would like to include information obtained from local nonprofit agencies in my final paper.

| write

today to request your participation in a survey that will help me in determining the effectiveness of
shock advertising in our local community.
your time.

The attached survey is short and should not take much of

It can be emailed back to me or faxed to my attention at 812-232-8321.

| look forward to hearing back from you and am eager to read the feedback you can provide to me.
you would like a copy of the final paper, | will be happy to provide this upon request.
Thank you for your participation.

If you have any questions regarding this survey you may call me at

812-878-1334 or email me at Irivera@smwc.edu.
Sincerely,
Lora Rivera

If

SURVEY
Agency Name:
@

Job Title of Person Completing this form:
1.

Briefly describe your organization’s mission.

. Does your organization’s mission seek to change the behavior of others for the
better of the individual or society?
A. Yes
B. No
. Does your organization advertise?
A. Yes
B. No
. Does your organization develop public service announcements?
A. Yes
B. No
.

What mode of communication do you use for marketing?
A. Radio
B. Print
C. Television
D. Billboard
E. Other: Please Specify

. What is the purpose of your organization’s marketing campaign(s)?
. Agency Awareness
. Fundraising
. Volunteer recruitment
. Cause awareness
. Other: Please Specify
. Who is responsible for marketing/advertising in your organization?
. Director
. Marketing Professional
. Fundraising Professional
. Human Resources Professional
. Volunteer
. Other: Please Specify
. Where
A. At
B. At
C. At

does your agency’s marketing originate?
the local level
the state level
the national level

Shock advertising is a form of marketing that deliberately, rather than inadvertently,
startles and offends its audience. It attempts to surprise the audience by violating societal
values and personal ideals.

9,

Based on the above definition, has your organization ever employed a shock
advertising campaign?
A.
Yes
B.
No
. If
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

yes, what was the intended result?
Cause awareness
Agency awareness
Increasing donations
Increasing number of volunteers
Other;

. If yes, did you obtain the result you were after?
A.

Yes

B.

No

. Has your organization been impacted by a shock advertising campaign
implemented by an affiliate of your organization or another agency?
A Yes
B.
No
. If your organization has been impacted by a shock advertising campaign, please
describe the impact on your organization by choosing one of the below:
A. Positive
B. Negative
C. Neither positive nor negative
. If you organization was impacted negatively by a shock advertising campaign,
how was your organization impacted?
A. Tarnished reputation
B. Loss of funding
C. Loss of volunteers
D. Legal action
E. Other: Please Specify
. If your organization (or an affiliate of your organization) used a shock advertising
campaign, were there any legal repercussions as a result of the advertisement?
A. Yes
B. No
. Do you believe your organization would use a shock advertising campaign in the
future?
A.

Yes

B.

No

17. If yes, what circumstance(s) would cause you to choose such a campaign?

